Adventure #18
Last Session…

T

he twenty Neverwinter Knights and their respective captains, Sir
Threadbeard, Fyghta Wan, Sildar and Gundren had entered the Not-SoLost Mine of Phandelver with the heroes Elgweth, Cora, Carp and Thorin to
root out the forces of Xezzlomax the Beholder and reclaim the mine and maybe
find the Black Spider in Mideon to learn more about the curse on Elgweth.
But the mine was far from empty.
Clever traps set by the residents of Mideon had attracted an unhealthy number
of Underdark ambush critters that now prowled the halls. The last monstrosity
has just dropped to its knees, some huge pincer monster that sowed confusion
with its very gaze. Regaining their composure, the group tends to their
wounded, finds that their numbers are not suffering too badly, and plunge
deeper into the maze.

Fyghta Wan’s squad of six moves south while the others head east up the steps
to the large dining hall area. But Fyghta’s group has just entered a wide alcove
and a soldier is fiddling with an old oil lamp in a niche when the room is
suddenly plunged into darkness!
No one can see through it except for Carp the halfling with his Devil Sight, and
he sees a number of stalactites plunge from the ceiling, most missing, but one
does pierce a soldier’s arm. Seconds later more dark things flutter down that
look like flying squids and they wrap membranous wings around the faces of
two victims and begin suffocating them.
For a few moments total chaos reigns in the alcove as men start screaming.
They can’t see anything, the light from their torches has winked out, and two
people are flailing and floundering as tough leathery “hoods” enwrap their
heads and squeeze.

Carp kills one of the things with an eldritch blast and part of the inky globe of
darkness vanishes. It appears now that there are actually two different
lifeforms that have attacked: one appears as a sluggish stalactite trying to inch
away from stomping feet, the other are several flying black squids that spawn
magical darkness instead of liquid ink.
The piercers, once on the ground, prove easy to kill and have no defenses
except for stony skin and are soon dispatched. The other flying squid takes off
down the tunnel when wounded, but Fyghta Wan drops it with a lucky shot
from an arrow and the thing skids to a halt not far from the dreaded Fungus
Room, a room that Carp had previously scouted and noticed a completely new,

very large stalagmite that had not been there previously on their first excursion
to Phandelver.

And they don’t enter this time either. In fact, they’d like to board off this
hallway completely just to make sure nothing nasty emerges from the Fungus
Room. After all, their goal is leave a regiment of soldiers here to protect the
mine until they can get the place up and running, so we’re talking about weeks
of guard duty. If they can live that long.

The other squads advance to the dining hall where Thorin casts some light
cantrips to flush out any hidden nasties. They see nothing and the group
cautiously enter, their feet sweeping through dusty debris. The only thing of
note here is the partially bricked up wall that leads to the Forge Room, but they
want to make a full sweep of the rest of the complex before heading there.
Thorin and a few soldiers head to the barrel room where the PCs had holed up
previously for protection, but no sooner has he peeked inside than something
black, oily and disgusting rolls toward him through the doorway!

The amoeba flails acidic pseudopods at the soldiers as they hack it with their
swords, but their blades begin smoking and hissing upon making contact with
the creature’s blubbery body. Thorin hits it with magic and they’re eventually
able to bring the thing down before it kills anyone.
To the south, the other group isn’t quite so lucky.

A large, otherwise innocuous wooden chest sits in the middle of the room
where the heroes initially encountered the Black Spider’s first spiderheadcrab
emissary. The chest was not here then. Now it is. Sure, it might be a treasure
someone dragged here, but something about the chest is off-putting. They
volunteer one soldier with meager lockpicking skills to take a closer look, but
he gets within a foot or so, trembling and sweaty, and ultimately says, “No way,
I’m not touching that thing!”

So the group backs off through the shattered door and decides to plink the
chest with crossbow bolts to see if that triggers anything. And yes, yes it does.

The chest explodes into motion, a cavernous mouth of fangs opening and it
grows legs and the next thing they know it is barreling straight toward the
hapless knight and clamps to his leg so savagely that it is ripped right off.
Bleeding out and dying, the solider crumples in the doorway as the snarling
monster keeps snapping at the others, but they fill the thing full of crossbows
and steel until it finally succumbs, the shape of the chest dissolving into
something unidentifiable and gooey, although still bristling with teeth.

Well, this damn place is chock full of ambush monsters and the group is glad
that neither side came in here alone, whether the four 5th level PCs or the 20+

soldiers. Either way it would have been far, far more difficult to churn through
all these adversaries, and they haven’t even reached the Forge Room yet!

They finally reconvene in the room with the partial brick wall and Thorin
smashes it down with his hammer, in case they need to make a quick exit. The
room to the left where the bugbears originally waited is now empty, so they let
the most injured knights recuperate there with Gundren while everyone else
proceeds to the Forge Room.
They hear the buzzing portal before they see it, and sure enough there it is,
easily twice the size it used to be with blinking wet eyes and slowly undulating
tentacles that cling to the Forge Room. The door to the room is closed so the
fodder knights gingerly step over the cable-thick tentacles, entering a room that
is far hotter than it should be, sweat already beading on their foreheads…
…and then they see why.

A large automaton of magma and rock lumbers from an alcove, heat blasting
from its body.
The thing crushes Sildar Hallwinter with two rocky fists, nearly killing him,
and the agent of the Lord’s Alliance staggers away barely clinging to life.
Another knight jumps in to intercept and draw the golem’s attention away, but
Cora slips to the door and flings it open to make sure if they even need to BE
here – if there’s no Forge then they’ll need another plan.
But the Forge of Spells is in the room, along with a bewildered, blind grey dwarf
who raises his goggles, as well as an indistinct humanoid shape behind the
pillar of green flame.

The rock golem is a fearsome foe, shrugging off attacks and magic with ease. It
finally breathes a gout of flame in a wide berth, completely incinerating a
knight and severely burning Elgweth the elf who retreats to the back of the
chamber. The thing keeps swinging its fists and manages to launch another
knight through the eyeball portal, clear to the other side at Mideon. The soldier
lands on his face, skidding to a halt, and I gave the denizens there a 20%
chance to spot a human in gleaming gold chainmail suddenly fly into the room.
This would have changed the whole course of the battle with enemies flooding
the gate and pinching the heroes in-between, but no one noticed, and the
soldier picked himself up and charged back through.
Bit by bit the magma monster is hacked to pieces or worn low by magic,
although it is highly resistant to anything launched at it. It ultimately
succumbs to all of the damage and collapses into a steaming pile of rocks.
[This was a Fifth Edition Foes monster]

That leaves the eyeball portal and the
open gate to Mideon, and they decide to
kill the thing if they can. Swords pierce
the eyes and tentacles and the gateway
reacts as if alive, flailing and grabbing
anyone near it, trying to shove another
soldier into the portal. The thing is finally
hacked to death, the blurry gateway to the
other realm fizzles and fades and the
portal is shut.
That leaves the grey dwarf inside the
Forge room and several heroes pour in,
finding that the other humanoid figure in
there is none other than the zombified
Black Spider! The dead drow carries forge
tools all over his body and his hands are
charred and blackened.

“What’s going on?” asks the blind duergar. “Who’s here? What’s all that
noise?”
It turns out that the grey dwarf’s name is Rattlebones, and he’s a master forge
smith working with the Forge of Spells. An urn of molten brass is heating over
the green flames and the mold for a hammer is nearby. The PCs lie through
their teeth, telling him that Xezzlomax is very displeased at how slow his work
is coming along and that he needs to double time the output. This scares
Rattlebones quite a bit and he doesn’t question anymore who these people are.
They also tell him the portal is closed temporarily by Xezzlomax until
Rattlebones shapes up.

But this is actually really good, they have the Black Spider here and they don’t
need to enter Mideon to find him! That in itself would have been extremely
problematic, the logistics of trying to get him and kill him again without being
seen, nearly impossible. But he’s going to die this time, so Thorin the dwarf
cleric slams him in the head, bringing the drow low for the second time.
And now for Speak With Dead, but the cleric knows that seeing the heroes
could very well mean the animating spirit will not cooperate, so Elgweth uses
magic to disguise himself as a female priestess of Lloth to trick it. And the trick
works.

They learn a few things, but not as much as they wanted. The Black Spider
was cursed before he found Mideon, and the beholder promised to tell him
more about the nature of the Curse of Keraptis in return for finding the Forge
of Spells and the Lost Mine of Phandelver. The Black Spider upheld his end
but the PCs killed him before he could actually deliver the Forge. The Black
Spider claims to not know how to remove the curse, but Xezzlomax does, but
the PCs suspect the beholder was lying. Whether that’s true or not, they don’t
know.
They learn that the entrance to Mideon is on the surface level at a place called
the Veil of Tears near White Plume Mountain, inside a rift that slowly sinks
into the earth and finally the Underdark.
What else can you tell us about the Curse of Keraptis?
This was maybe the most jarring answer, for the animating spirit says that
eventually it was forced to cast imprinted spells even against his will, but it
took time before it reached that level of compulsion.
They don’t get a whole lot more from the corpse, but they take the head
anyway; in ten days the cleric can question it again if they want and try to fill
in some gaps.

For right now they’ve completed their two most important goals: secure the
mine and question the Black Spider. As for the PCs, they don’t have any desire
to stay in this dank, dark place any longer. They help organize defenses, such
as stacking barrels and having certain passage bricked and making sure

there’s enough sleeping arrangements for the soldiers remaining here to guard
the Forge.
They know that Mideon is beneath White Plume Mountain about 15 miles
away. Unless the beholder has some way to repair the portal remotely, or some
other fashion to return to the Lost Mine, they think the knights and Sildar and
Gundren have some breathing room. What Sildar wants to do next is get as
many miners from Phandalin here as possible and get the trade route
reestablished, strength in numbers and all that. Besides the Forge, the mine is
still rich in deposits of gold, silver and copper.
Thorin the dwarf finally finds the source of Wave Echo Cave’s name, a
churning, frothing pool of water that systematically rises and falls from
somewhere deep in the earth. What causes this they have no idea.

The PCs next order of business is what the hell to do next about Elgweth’s
Curse of Keraptis?

According to the little they know, the curse is going to get worse over time.
Dreams and visions and eventually some sort of control will be exerted over
him, but it won’t happen overnight. They need more answers, and although
the beholder Xezzlomax reputedly HAS those answers, they really, really, really
don’t want to deal with that eyebally bastard. He’s scary.
So that leaves a few options, none of which are surefire.
In 10 days, if they want to, they can Speak With Dead on Black Spider again
(they Gentle Repose his head to control the rot). There are a number of large
cities in the North, but none are particularly close. Elgweth particularly wants
to reach the scholarly archives of Candlekeep, but that’s very far away. So is
Silverymoon, nearly 500 miles. And that would require them trudging across
the empty wilderness of the Savage Frontier, essentially 2 weeks’ worth of
random encounters, and that doesn’t sound fun either.
Neverwinter to the north is by far the closest place, just a few days journey
from Phandalin, and then Waterdeep is a few days south of Phandalin.
Waterdeep is larger and more cosmopolitan, one of the largest port cities on the
coast, but they opt for Neverwinter first, mostly because Sildar is heading back
there anyway to make a report to the Lord’s Alliance about their progress.

They need to find someone who knows how to either lift the curse or who
knows someone who does. Worst case scenario, they’ll have to find the
entrance to Mideon at White Plume Mountain, but they really hope it doesn’t
come to that. NEXT SESSION – Level 6.

